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Agenda – Federal Contracting Updates

• Introduction to Federal Contracting and the Latest News

• Cybersecurity

– Cybersecurity Qui Tam Actions on the Rise

– DoD Cybersecurity Audit Finds Contractors are Not Consistently Implementing Mandatory DFARS Controls

– DoD Announces New Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification

– Supply Chain Changes

• Intellectual Property

– National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020 Revokes Government’s Ability to Exercise Rights in 
Technical Data During a Contract Dispute

– The Importance of Understanding Contract Licensing Terms 

• Small Business Contracting

– SBA Proposes a New Rule Implementing the Small Business Runway Extension Act

– SBA Issues a Final Rule Implementing Procedures for CVE Protests and Appeals

• Labor Issues

– Regulatory Status

– DOL Announces a Pilot Program for Discretionary Suspensions and Debarments

– OFCCP Settlements on the Rise

• Litigating Against the Government: the False Claims Act and Protests

– DoJ Issues New Guidance on Cooperation Credit

– Supreme Court Resolves Statute of Limitations Circuit Split

– Largest False Claims Act Settlement Based on Alleged Small Business Fraud 
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The Latest News



Introduction to Government Contracting

• There are some stark differences between commercial contracting and 
government contracting:

6

Topic B2B B2G

Contracts Governed by state law Governed by 

FAR/DFARS

Contract termination Usually can’t be 

terminated

Government can 

terminate for 

convenience

Important labor laws FLSA FLSA, SCA, DBA

Challenge contract 

award

None Bid Protest (agency, 

GAO, COFC)

Contract bidding No formal system Governed by 

FAR/DFARS and 

Solicitation



Introduction to Government Contracting

• Winning Government Contracts Business:
 Read the Solicitation: Section L contains the proposal 

instructions and Section M contains the basis for award.
 Look at how award will be evaluated: is it best value? Is it 

LPTA (lowest-priced technically-acceptable)?
 Be sure to have the proper contract vehicles. GSA 

Schedules still rule, but others are available depending on 
focus areas.

 Read the FAR/DFARS clauses, understand them, and know 
compliance with them will be expected.

• Potential Pitfalls in Government Contracting:
 Unaware of compliance requirements.
 Not responding to cure notices, etc.
 Failure to communicate.
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Introduction to Government Contracting

• Changes often come from the National Defense 
Authorization Act:

• Some provisions effective immediately; some require 
rulemaking.
 Rulemaking in this administration has been nearly non-

existent.
• Most provisions of interest to government contractors 

are in the 800s section.

• Provisions can eventually impact non-DoD contracting.
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Introduction to Government Contracting

The Latest News
• Section 809 Panel recommends elimination of 

commercial/COTS definitions and instead “readily 
available” and “readily available with customization.”

• LPTA restrictions coming. 
• Kaspersky and Chinese-connected companies (mostly) 

banned from supply chain.
• Section 846 portal…..delayed?
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Introduction to Government Contracting

Resources
• FederalRegister.gov
• Look for Class Deviations
• Read/Listen/Watch:

• Federal News Radio

• Government Matters

• GovExec.com/NextGov.com/FedScoop.com

• The Washington Post
• Read service provider blogs including law firms and 

accounting firms
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Cybersecurity – Qui Tam Actions on the 
Rise

• On August 1, 2019, the New York Attorney General announced that Cisco 

Systems, Inc. agreed to settle a qui tam FCA suit for $6 million 

– According to the press release, Cisco discovered flaws in its software designed to 
control security camera systems in 2009

– Cisco had sold this software to states and the federal government (including the 
U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps), but failed to report these security 
flaws until 2013

– The whistleblower, a former Cisco employee, filed suit in 2011, alleging that the 
security flaws in Cisco’s software rendered the system vulnerable to hackers

– After learning of the software’s security flaws, the whistleblower submitted a report 
to the company, disclosing the flaws and recommending solutions

– Cisco terminated his employment shortly thereafter.  

– The whistleblower alleged FCA liability based on

• (1) the software had no value to the government because it failed to enhance the 
security of the agencies that purchased it (and thus any claim Cisco submitted a 
false claim) and 

• (2) Cisco’s knowledge that the software did not comply with the security standards 
imposed by the government, but failed to disclose the flaws.  

• Key takeaway: the Cisco settlement is just the beginning and many more 

whistleblower actions like this could arise, especially given the rise of 

cybersecurity compliance requirements in federal contracts
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Cybersecurity – Qui Tam Actions on the 
Rise

• On May 8, 2019, a federal judge denied a motion to dismiss a 
FCA case alleging noncompliance with DFARS 252.204-7012

– DFARS 252.204-7012 requires contractors to safeguard “unclassified 
controlled technical information” from cybersecurity threats

– The relator demonstrated that the contractor’s compliance with 
DFARS 252.204-7012 was material to the government’s decision to 
pay

• Failure to comply with cybersecurity regulations, as a basis for 
FCA liability, is a new development

• Key takeaway: FCA cases involving cybersecurity allegations are 
on the rise and contractors should diligently monitor and update 
their cybersecurity programs as new rules and regulations are 
enacted
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Cybersecurity – DoD Audit Finds 
Contractors are Not Consistently 
Implementing Mandatory DFARS Controls
• On June 23, 2019, DoD released its Audit of Protection of DoD Controlled Unclassified 

Information on Contractor-Owned Networks and Systems (DODIG-2019-105) 

– DoD conducted an audit in response to a request from the Secretary of Defense to determine 
whether contractors were protecting DoD-controlled unclassified information (CUI) on their 
networks and systems

– DFARS 252.204-7012 requires contractors that maintain CUI to implement security controls 
specified in National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication (SP) 
800-171  

– NIST SP 800-171 lists security requirements for safeguarding sensitive information on non-
Federal information systems

• DoD found that contractors are not consistently implementing the controls listed in NIST SP 

800-171, despite the mandate in DFARS 252.204-7012

• The report recommends DoD: 

– Revise its process for monitoring security incidents, to verify that contractors are taking 
appropriate steps to identify, respond to, and report security incidents that involve DoD data  

– Revise its current policy related to assessing a contractor’s ability to protect DoD information, 
as part of the solicitation process and validate, at least annually, that contractor’s comply with 
the security requirements for protecting CUI before contract award and throughout the 
contract’s period of performance

• Key takeaway: the government is ramping up its attention on cybersecurity and contractors 

need to keep pace
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Cybersecurity – DoD Announces New 
Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification

• DoD is rolling out a Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) 

program designed to enhance the protection of controlled unclassified 

information (CUI) within the supply chain

– DoD plans to release version 1 of the CMMC framework publicly in January 2020

• Industry should expect to see the CMMC requirements as part of requests for 
information in June 2020

– CMMC is designed to build upon the existing regulation (DFARS 252.204-7012) 
by adding a verification component with respect to cybersecurity requirements

– The intent is to combine various cybersecurity control standards and measure the 
maturity of a company’s institutionalization of cybersecurity practices and 
processes

– All companies (including subcontractors) doing business with the DoD will need to 
obtain CMMC 

– Companies will obtain certification through an accredited and independent third 
party commercial certification organization

• Expect the program to bring new enforcement mechanisms to cybersecurity 

and build on the already growing number of FCA actions involving 

cybersecurity standards
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Cybersecurity – Supply Chain Update

• The SECURE Act of 2018: (the Strengthening and Enhancing Cyber-
capabilities by Utilizing Risk Exposure Technology Act) includes the 
Federal Acquisition Supply Chain Security Act of 2018.

• Sets up a Federal Acquisition Security Council

• Duties of the Council include:

 Identifying and recommending which supply chain standards, guidelines and best 
practices should be addressed by NIST;

 Identifying executive agencies to provide shared acquisition services such as 
reviewing products and common contract solutions that would support "supply 
chain risk management activities;" 

 Developing criteria for sharing information among executive and non-executive 
Federal agencies, and non-Federal agencies "with respect to supply chain risk;“

 Recommending sources or products that should be excluded.

• After that process, exclusion or removal orders may be issued by: the 
Department of Homeland Security (for civilian agencies), the 
Department of Defense and the Director of National Intelligence (for 
intelligence agencies and "sensitive compartmented information 
systems").
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Intellectual Property – National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020

• The NDAA FY 2019 provides that the government may exercise 
rights in technical data while a contract dispute is pending in the 
U.S. Court of Federal Claims or Board of Contract Appeals if the 
Secretary of Defense makes a written determination that 
“compelling mission readiness” requirements will not permit 
awaiting the final decision from the Board or Court

• The draft NDAA FY 2020, if passed, will revoke this ability

– If enacted, the NDAA FY 2020 only will allow the government to 
exercise rights in technical data upon the final disposition of a 
sustained challenge

• This is good news, as the revised language gives contractors 
greater protection
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Intellectual Property – The Importance of 
Understanding Contract Licensing Terms 

• Bitmanagement Software v. United States
– Software developer created product for rendering three-dimensional 

graphics and sold licenses to the government for various versions

– Government approached contractor with the idea of a “floating license”, 
wherein the government would purchase a set number of licenses, which 
would be managed on a central server, but accessible to anyone on the 
intranet

• The number of users at one time would be limited by the number of licenses 
on the central server

 For example, the government purchased 38 licenses and deployed the program on 
its 350,000+ computers

 Under the floating license agreement, only 38 users could access the product at 
one time (despite being available on every computer)

– Contractor seemed to accept the government’s proposal and the parties 
operated under this agreement for several years

– Contractor later brought suit alleging copyright infringement

– The Court found that the government did infringe on the contractor’s 
copyright, but held that it was not liable because the contractor 
authorized the infringement

• Key takeaway: make sure you understand the terms of any licensing 
agreement! 
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Small Business Contracting – SBA Proposes 
New Rule Implementing the Small Business 
Runway Extension Act 
• On June 24, 2019, the SBA issued its proposed rule implementing 

the Small Business Runway Extension Act 

– Five year (instead of three) averaging period for calculating the 
annual receipts for all SBA receipts-based size standards

– Effective after the effective date of the final rule (i.e., until a final rule 
is made, the SBA will continue to apply the three year averaging 
period)

– Change will not be applied retroactively (i.e., SBA will review a size 
appeal based on an offeror’s size standard during the time of its 
initial offer)

– Annual receipts associated with the sale or acquisition of a division 
count in when determining size status, but the annual receipts of a 
subsidiary do not count

– SBA is not changing the requirement for other agency’s (non-SBA) 
size standards 
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Small Business Contracting – GAO Defers to 
SBA’s Interpretation of the Runway 
Extension Act
• In TechAnax, LLC, a protester challenged the terms of a 

solicitation issued by GSA, arguing that the Small Business 
Runway Extension Act of 2018 changed the method by which the 
SBA must calculate the size of small businesses and that the 
solicitation was flawed because it does not reflect the change

• GAO denied the protest, deferring to SBA’s interpretation of the 
Act and GSA’s reliance on that interpretation

– GAO referred to the SBA’s notice of proposed rulemaking (issued on 
June 24, 2019), which interpreted the Runway Extension Act as 
“requiring rulemaking, by either the SBA or an agency promulgating 
its own size standards, to implement the revision of the 3-year 
average to a 5-year average for calculating a firm’s annual revenue, 
and the prospective effect of that revision”

– GAO found no basis to conclude that SBA’s interpretation is 
unreasonable in such a manner that would require procuring 
agencies, such as GSA, to issue solicitations that implement a 5-year 
average for calculating a firm’s annual revenue in the absence of 
rulemaking
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Small Business Contracting – SBA Issues a 
Final Rule Implementing Procedures for 
CVE Protests and Appeals
• The SBA’s final rule implementing procedures for protests of eligibility 

for inclusion in the VA’s Center for Verification and Evaluation (CVE) 
database and procedures for appeals of denials and cancellations of 
inclusion in the CVE database became effective on October 1, 2018

– In order to be eligible for VA set-asides, a contractor must be verified by 
CVE 

– During the verification process, CVE verifies firms that meet the eligiblity 
requirements

– If CVE believes that an applicant does not meet the eligibility criteria, 
CVE will provide the applicant with a decision to deny the applicant’s 
verification status, which will state the specific reasons for denial

– If CVE believes that a participant’s verified status should be cancelled, 
CVE will notify the participant in writing

• SBA now hears protests concerning eligibility for inclusion in the VIP 
database and appeals of denials and cancellations of verified status

– Tactical Office Solutions, LLC

– Commonwealth Home Health Care, Inc. 
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Labor Updates

Status of Obama E.O.’s re Federal Contracting Labor & Employment

EO# Subject FAR Rule Current Status

13494

01/30/09

Treat costs of persuading 

employees re union

activities as unallowable

76 FR 68040

11/02/11

Currently in Effect

Subject to some criticism

13495

01/30/09

Nondisplacement of 

Qualified Workers Under 

Service Contracts

77 FR 75766

12/21/12

Currently in Effect

13627

09/25/12

Anti-Trafficking in 

Persons in Federal 

Contracts

80 FR 4967

03/02/15

Currently in Effect

13658

02/12/14

Minimum Wage for 

Contractors

80 FR 75915

12/04/15

Currently in Effect

Subject to some criticism

13672

07/21/14

Prohibiting Discrimination 

based on Sexual 

Orientation or Gender

Identify

80 FR 75907

12/04/15

Trump will continue to enforce

01/31/2017

13673

07/31/14

Fair Pay and Safe 

Workplaces

81 FR 58562

10/25/16

Nullified by H.J. Res. 37

(Signed by President on 

03/27/17)

13706

09/07/15

Paid Sick Leave for 

Contractors

81 FR 91627

12/16/16

Currently in Effect

Subject to some criticism



Labor Updates – DOL Announces a Pilot 
Program for Discretionary Suspensions and 
Debarments
• On April 2, 2019, DOL announced a new pilot program for discretionary suspension and debarments 

designed to “reduce the processing time on discretionary suspension and debarment actions from 

months to days through increased efficiency and sharing of information based on indictments and 

convictions” 

– Note: the Service Contract Act mandates a three-year prohibition on new contracts in cases of a violation, unless 
there are “unusual circumstances” – the pilot program does not apply to this statutory suspension or debarment

• The pilot program is DOL’s next step in a series taken to enhance its suspension and debarment 

efforts

– In the first quarter of FY 19, DOL issued 32 discretionary suspensions and five discretionary debarments

• Pilot program involves the OIG including additional information in its referrals to the Office of the 

Assistant Secretary for Administration and Management “that will allow decisions to be made faster 

than ever before”

– Effective April 2019 through April 2020 

• The press release does not elaborate on DOL’s decision to speed up its suspension and debarment 

process

• Key takeaway: now is a good time to review contracts and assess compliance with labor laws
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Labor Updates – OFCCP Settlements on 
the Rise

• On August 26, 2019, DOL announced that Cintas Corp., a federal 
contractor, agreed to pay nearly $650,000 to settle allegations of 
workplace bias

– DOL filed a lawsuit against Cintas in January, alleging the company  
discriminated against women and minorities in hiring and compensation 
in violation of Executive Order 11246

– Cintas agreed to a consent decree, which requires the company to pay 
back pay and interest, and also provide job opportunities, monitor its 
hiring and compensation processes, and provide updates to the OFCCP 
on its compliance

• The Cintas settlement is just one of many recent OFCCP settlements

– On August 13, 2019, Conduent Commercial Solutions LLC (formerly 
CSG Xerox World) agreed to pay $175,000 to resolve claims of systemic 
hiring discrimination

– On July 25, 2019, Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc., a Virginia-based 
military shipbuilder and federal contractor, agreed to pay $159,050 in 
back wages for hiring discrimination found during a DOL compliance 
evaluation
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Litigating Against Your Customer

False Claims Act and Protests



False Claims Act – DoJ Issues New 
Guidance on Cooperation Credit

• On May 7, 2019, DoJ announced new guidance on cooperation credit in FCA 

matters

• Guidelines identify factors that will be considered and the credit that will be 

provided when entities voluntarily disclose misconduct that could serve as the 

basis for FCA liability and/or administrative remedies 

– Activities constituting cooperation include identifying individuals substantially 
involved in or responsible for the misconduct; disclosing relevant facts and 
identifying opportunities for the government to obtain evidence relevant to the 
government’s investigation; preserving, collecting, and disclosing relevant 
documents; making available for meetings, interviews, or depositions employees 
who possess relevant information, etc. 

– In considering the value of any voluntary disclosure/cooperation, DoJ will consider: 
(1) the timeliness and voluntariness of the assistance; (2) the truthfulness, 
completeness, and reliability of any information or testimony provided; (3) the 
nature and extent of the assistance; and (4) the significance and usefulness of the 
cooperation to the government

• According to the guidelines, the “credit” most often will be exercised by 

“reducing the penalties or damages multiple sought” by DoJ

– The value of the credit will depend on the facts and circumstances of each case
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False Claims Act – Supreme Court Resolves 
Circuit Split 

• On May 13, 2019, the Supreme Court decided Cochise Consultancy, Inc. v. United States, resolving a 

circuit split on the FCA statute of limitations for qui tam suits in which the government does not 

intervene

• Under the FCA, a relator (another term for whistleblower) can bring a qui tam action on behalf of the 

government against any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent claim for payment to the 

government

– Statute of limitations for civil actions requires an action to be brought within six years after the statutory violation 
occurred or three years after “the official of the United States charged with responsibility to act in the 
circumstances, but in no event more than 10 years after the date on which the violation is committed”

• In 2007, a relator filed a complaint alleging two contractors submitted false claims relating to a 

services contract in Iraq 

– Relator told government officials in 2010

– Government declined to intervene; defendants moved to dismiss based on the statute of limitations

• Supreme Court held the longer limitations period applies

– Limitation period begins to run when the when the government official responsible for acting knew or should have 
known the relevant facts

• Key takeaway: relators benefit from a longer statute of limitations period; defendants with longer term 

contracts must remain diligent
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False Claims Act – Largest FCA Settlement 
Based on Alleged Small Business Fraud

• The former CEO of a Virginia-based defense contractor agreed to pay $20 

million to settle False Claims Act allegations related to alleged fraudulent 

procurement of contracts set-aside for small businesses

– To qualify for small business set-asides, a company must meet certain eligibility 
criteria (size, ownership and control, etc.) 

– The government alleged that the CEO caused his company to falsely represent 
that it qualified as a small business when it was not due to alleged affiliation with a 
number of other entities

– As a result of the alleged misrepresentations, the company received several small 
business set-asides 

• The government previously resolved claims against the company for $16 

million and against the company’s former general counsel for $225,000

• DoJ announced the settlement on August 30, 2019, stating “the combined 

settlements, totaling more than $36 million, rank as the largest False Claims 

Act recovery based on allegations of small business contracting fraud”
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Filing a Protest

• Protests are a way for disappointed bidders to challenge the 
contract award to a competitor.

• Protests can be brought:

– To an agency;

– At the Government Accountability Office; or

– The Court of Federal Claims

• About 45% of protests at GAO are considered “effective” and 
result in corrective action or a GAO decision in the protestor’s 
favor.

• Potential grounds include unreasonable evaluation, inadequate 
documentation, and a flawed best value decision.

• DoD has instituted extended debriefings and will eventually allow 
contractors to see the underlying source selection decision (with 
redactions).
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Questions?
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